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1 EECS 122, Lecture 23EECS 122, Lecture 23
Today’s Topics:Today’s Topics:
TCP Connection ManagementTCP Connection Management
Implementation IssuesImplementation Issues

Kevin Fall, kfall@Kevin Fall, kfall@cscs..berkeleyberkeley..eduedu

2 TCP ConnectionsTCP Connections
••TCP is a connection-oriented transport protocolTCP is a connection-oriented transport protocol

which runs on top of a connectionless which runs on top of a connectionless datagramdatagram
network layernetwork layer

••TCP connections are TCP connections are bibi-directional-directional
••TCP connections do not preserve TCP connections do not preserve messagemessage

boundariesboundaries
••A TCP connection consists of two connected TCPA TCP connection consists of two connected TCP

endpointsendpoints
3 TCP EndpointsTCP Endpoints

••TCP uses port numbers similar to UDP, but the portTCP uses port numbers similar to UDP, but the port
space is disjoint from UDPspace is disjoint from UDP

••Each TCP endpoint is identified by:Each TCP endpoint is identified by:
–– (IP address, port number)(IP address, port number)

••So, an entire connection is identified by the 4-So, an entire connection is identified by the 4-tupletuple::
–– (IP1, port; IP2, port)(IP1, port; IP2, port)

4 TCP ConnectionsTCP Connections
••TCP connection 4-TCP connection 4-tupletuple provides the ability for a provides the ability for a
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server to provide service to multiple clients:server to provide service to multiple clients:
5 The TCP HeaderThe TCP Header
6 TCP Header FieldsTCP Header Fields

••source, source, destdest port: source and destination port port: source and destination port
numbers at sender/receiver of this segmentnumbers at sender/receiver of this segment

••sequence number: offset of first data byte insequence number: offset of first data byte in
transfer from sender of this segment to receivertransfer from sender of this segment to receiver

••ACK number: next sequence number the sender ofACK number: next sequence number the sender of
this segment expects to see from peer on reverse-this segment expects to see from peer on reverse-
direction data flowdirection data flow

7 TCP Header FieldsTCP Header Fields
•• data offset: number of 32-bit words comprising the TCPdata offset: number of 32-bit words comprising the TCP

header (allows for variable-length header to contain TCPheader (allows for variable-length header to contain TCP
options; similar to the way IP works)options; similar to the way IP works)

•• window: space available at the sender of this segment (towindow: space available at the sender of this segment (to
receive data from peer on reverse-direction data flow)receive data from peer on reverse-direction data flow)

•• checksum: checksum: pseudoheaderpseudoheader checksum (required in TCP) checksum (required in TCP)
•• urgent pointer: offset of last byte of urgent dataurgent pointer: offset of last byte of urgent data

8 TCP Header FieldsTCP Header Fields
••control flagscontrol flags::

–– URG: segment contains urgent dataURG: segment contains urgent data
–– ACK: ACK field is valid (normally on)ACK: ACK field is valid (normally on)
–– PSH: TCP push functionPSH: TCP push function
–– RST: reset connection immediatelyRST: reset connection immediately
–– SYN: synchronize sequence numbers (open connection)SYN: synchronize sequence numbers (open connection)
–– FIN: close connectionFIN: close connection

9 Steady State OperationSteady State Operation
••Typical operation looks like this:Typical operation looks like this:

10 TCP Sequence NumbersTCP Sequence Numbers
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••Sequence numbers are used to provide reliabilitySequence numbers are used to provide reliability
(ordering, protection from duplicates, etc)(ordering, protection from duplicates, etc)

••Each endpoint chooses its own initial sequenceEach endpoint chooses its own initial sequence
number (which is not fixed)number (which is not fixed)

••Need a way for each endpoint to learn the otherNeed a way for each endpoint to learn the other
endpoint’s sequence number space…endpoint’s sequence number space…

••Do this during connection establishmentDo this during connection establishment
11 TCP Connection SetupTCP Connection Setup

••TCP Connections areTCP Connections are bi bi-directional, so need each-directional, so need each
end to understand its peer’s starting sequenceend to understand its peer’s starting sequence
number (not zero).  Uses a three-way handshake:number (not zero).  Uses a three-way handshake:
–– A ----------->A -----------> Seq Seq k, SYN ------------> B k, SYN ------------> B
–– A <---A <--- Seq Seq j, ACK k+1, SYN+ACK <-- B j, ACK k+1, SYN+ACK <-- B
–– A ---->A ----> Seq Seq k+1, ACK j+1, ACK ----> B k+1, ACK j+1, ACK ----> B

12 TCP Connection Tear-DownTCP Connection Tear-Down
••Need to tear down both directions of the TCPNeed to tear down both directions of the TCP

connection.  Uses modified 3-way handshake:connection.  Uses modified 3-way handshake:
–– A ----A ---- Seq Seq k, ACK j+1, FIN+ACK ------> B k, ACK j+1, FIN+ACK ------> B
–– A <---A <--- Seq Seq j, ACK k+1, ACK <-- B j, ACK k+1, ACK <-- B
–– ... sometime later ...... sometime later ...
–– A <---A <--- Seq Seq j, ACK k+1, FIN+ACK <-- B j, ACK k+1, FIN+ACK <-- B
–– A ---->A ----> Seq Seq k, ACK j+1, ACK ----> B k, ACK j+1, ACK ----> B

13 TCP State TransitionsTCP State Transitions
••Each end of each TCP connection operates as aEach end of each TCP connection operates as a

finite state machinefinite state machine
••States are used primarily to indicate pendingStates are used primarily to indicate pending

connection open or pending connection closeconnection open or pending connection close
14 TCP State DiagramTCP State Diagram
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15 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection setup...Connection setup...

16 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection setup...Connection setup...

17 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection setup...Connection setup...

18 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Both ESTABLISHED, exchange data...Both ESTABLISHED, exchange data...

19 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection tear-down...Connection tear-down...

20 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection setup...Connection setup...

21 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••App on B must now close...App on B must now close...

22 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection tear-down...Connection tear-down...

23 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Connection tear-down...Connection tear-down...

24 Example ConnectionExample Connection
••Client now waits 2*MSL before returning to CLOSEDClient now waits 2*MSL before returning to CLOSED

state (B may RTX a FIN)state (B may RTX a FIN)
25 2MSL Wait2MSL Wait

••MSL (Max Segment Lifetime)MSL (Max Segment Lifetime)
–– specified as 2 minutes (RFC793, 1122)specified as 2 minutes (RFC793, 1122)
–– When cleaning up a connection, it is conceivable thatWhen cleaning up a connection, it is conceivable that
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packets belonging to the connection are still in thepackets belonging to the connection are still in the
networknetwork

–– By holding the connection state, can absorb theseBy holding the connection state, can absorb these
without them returning to new instantiations of thewithout them returning to new instantiations of the
same connectionsame connection

26 A Related IssueA Related Issue
••So, we mentioned that So, we mentioned that TCPs TCPs do not use zero for ando not use zero for an

initial sequence numberinitial sequence number
••ISNs ISNs are supposed to be chosen so that packetsare supposed to be chosen so that packets

belonging to an earlier instantiation of the samebelonging to an earlier instantiation of the same
connection aren’t accepted as validconnection aren’t accepted as valid

••One way is to use a system-wide ISN counterOne way is to use a system-wide ISN counter
(increment every 4us say)(increment every 4us say)

••Security concerns suggest random Security concerns suggest random ISNsISNs
27 Urgent DataUrgent Data

••In the TCP header, we see support for urgent dataIn the TCP header, we see support for urgent data
••Urgent data may be indicated by an application,Urgent data may be indicated by an application,

and appears immediately after a TCP header in theand appears immediately after a TCP header in the
data streamdata stream

••Marked in a segment by the URG bit being on, andMarked in a segment by the URG bit being on, and
the pointer indicating the offset of the last byte ofthe pointer indicating the offset of the last byte of
urgent dataurgent data

••Urgent data overcomes flow controlUrgent data overcomes flow control
28 Maximum Segment Size (MSS)Maximum Segment Size (MSS)

••TCP chooses the size of segments it will sendTCP chooses the size of segments it will send
••During connection establishment, a TCP can specifyDuring connection establishment, a TCP can specify

to its peer its MSS.  Peer will not send segments ofto its peer its MSS.  Peer will not send segments of
size > MSS.size > MSS.

••Congestion control computations usually performedCongestion control computations usually performed
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in terms of MSSin terms of MSS
••Is peer’s MSS the right size to use?Is peer’s MSS the right size to use?

29 Choosing a Segment SizeChoosing a Segment Size
••Never want to send segments longer than peer’sNever want to send segments longer than peer’s

MSS, but what about smaller:MSS, but what about smaller:
–– if larger than path MTU, may fragmentif larger than path MTU, may fragment
–– if smaller than path MTU, inefficientif smaller than path MTU, inefficient

••Recall, we may use path MTU discovery:Recall, we may use path MTU discovery:
–– set DF bit in IP header of each packetset DF bit in IP header of each packet
–– look for ICMP unreachable messages; newer oneslook for ICMP unreachable messages; newer ones

contain next-hop MTUcontain next-hop MTU
–– if lacking that, just choose common sizes…if lacking that, just choose common sizes…

30 The Push FunctionThe Push Function
••TCP spec has a notion of “push” function whichTCP spec has a notion of “push” function which

would presumably cause data to be deliveredwould presumably cause data to be delivered
without delaywithout delay

••Generally, no way for app to express its desire toGenerally, no way for app to express its desire to
perform “push”, thus no guarantee of effectivenessperform “push”, thus no guarantee of effectiveness

••That said, most That said, most TCPs TCPs turn on the PSH bit whenturn on the PSH bit when
emptying send bufferemptying send buffer

31 The TCP ChecksumThe TCP Checksum
••TCP checksum is completely analogous to the UDPTCP checksum is completely analogous to the UDP

checksum (same algorithm, but required for TCP)checksum (same algorithm, but required for TCP)
••Uses slightly different Uses slightly different pseudoheaderpseudoheader::

•• length field is derived entirely from IPlength field is derived entirely from IP
32 TCP Performance IssuesTCP Performance Issues
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••Recall sliding window protocols obtain throughput ~Recall sliding window protocols obtain throughput ~
(w/RTT)(w/RTT)

••If w is artificially limited, can reduce throughput:If w is artificially limited, can reduce throughput:
–– send buffer limitation at sendersend buffer limitation at sender
–– receive buffer limitation at receiverreceive buffer limitation at receiver
–– inability of protocol to represent large windowsinability of protocol to represent large windows

33 TCP Window Scaling OptionTCP Window Scaling Option
••Note that ordinary TCP header allocates only 16 bitsNote that ordinary TCP header allocates only 16 bits

for window advertisementfor window advertisement
••Limits maximum window to 64KB, limiting maxLimits maximum window to 64KB, limiting max

throughputthroughput
••TCPs TCPs supporting RFC1323 provide window scaling,supporting RFC1323 provide window scaling,

shifts window field left by up to 14 (about 1GByte)shifts window field left by up to 14 (about 1GByte)
34 TCP Timestamp OptionTCP Timestamp Option

••Conventional TCP keeps only 1 timer, maintainedConventional TCP keeps only 1 timer, maintained
and endpointand endpoint

••With RFC1323 timestamps, each segment containsWith RFC1323 timestamps, each segment contains
a timestampa timestamp

••Sender computes RTT estimate based on returnedSender computes RTT estimate based on returned
timestamps in timestamps in ACKsACKs

••Provides another useful property…Provides another useful property…
35 Wrapped Sequence NumbersWrapped Sequence Numbers

••TCP Sequence and ACK fields contain 32-bit valuesTCP Sequence and ACK fields contain 32-bit values
••If we used a 1GB window, we could conceivablyIf we used a 1GB window, we could conceivably

wrap the sequence number space to a point wherewrap the sequence number space to a point where
old (misdirected) packets could reappear andold (misdirected) packets could reappear and
contain a valid sequence numbercontain a valid sequence number

••Timestamp field extends sequence number toTimestamp field extends sequence number to
resolve this conditionresolve this condition
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36 TCP SummaryTCP Summary
••Reliable, connection oriented transportReliable, connection oriented transport
••Stream service on IP Stream service on IP datagram datagram networknetwork
••Flow control, congestion controlFlow control, congestion control
••Silly window avoidance (Silly window avoidance (NagleNagle))
••Adaptive retransmission with exponential Adaptive retransmission with exponential backoffbackoff

((KarnKarn))
••Several options improve performance (described inSeveral options improve performance (described in

RFC1323)RFC1323)
37 A Word on ImplementationA Word on Implementation

••Typical implementations are of the following form:Typical implementations are of the following form:
38 The Application ViewThe Application View

••Applications are written to a particular API (e.g.Applications are written to a particular API (e.g.
sockets) providing access to multiple protocolssockets) providing access to multiple protocols

••Basic functions:Basic functions:
–– open and close connectionsopen and close connections
–– send and receive send and receive datagramsdatagrams
–– read and write dataread and write data
–– set optionsset options

39 API ImplementationAPI Implementation
••Networking API is a combination of libraries andNetworking API is a combination of libraries and

system calls:system calls:
–– libraries: application-layer, linked with applibraries: application-layer, linked with app
–– system calls: function calls implemented within thesystem calls: function calls implemented within the

operating system (executed via traps)operating system (executed via traps)
••Important internal objects:Important internal objects:

–– buffering data structure (e.g. Unix buffering data structure (e.g. Unix mbufsmbufs))
–– lookup maps (e.g. Unix PCB’s)lookup maps (e.g. Unix PCB’s)
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–– event and timer managementevent and timer management
40 BuffersBuffers

••Used pervasively to hold packets, and sometimesUsed pervasively to hold packets, and sometimes
for other things toofor other things too

••Used to form queues:Used to form queues:
–– Input: interface receive queue, IP input queue, IPInput: interface receive queue, IP input queue, IP

fragment fragment reassembly reassembly queues, TCP queues, TCP reassembly reassembly queues,queues,
app queue (socket buffer)app queue (socket buffer)

–– Output: app queue (socket buffer), TCP retransmissionOutput: app queue (socket buffer), TCP retransmission
queue, interface output queuequeue, interface output queue

41 Operations on BuffersOperations on Buffers
••Important operations on buffers:Important operations on buffers:

–– enqueenque, , dequedeque
–– prependprepend/remove headers/remove headers
–– partial or full copypartial or full copy

••Other issues:Other issues:
–– placement of packet in buffer may have profound impactplacement of packet in buffer may have profound impact

on performance... for example, typically better toon performance... for example, typically better to
arrange for word alignment of IP header on receive andarrange for word alignment of IP header on receive and
extra space at beginning on allocationextra space at beginning on allocation

42 Lookup MapsLookup Maps
••Often need a way to map a received networkOften need a way to map a received network

message to its intended receiver:message to its intended receiver:
–– Ethernet type field to network protocolEthernet type field to network protocol
–– IP protocol field to transport protocolIP protocol field to transport protocol
–– port number pair to intended receive processport number pair to intended receive process

•• [note: this one may be very large][note: this one may be very large]

••Original techniques based on linear search didn’tOriginal techniques based on linear search didn’t
scale.  Now mostly hashing.scale.  Now mostly hashing.

43 Timers and EventsTimers and Events
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••Uses for timers: TCP timers (RTX, persist, keep-Uses for timers: TCP timers (RTX, persist, keep-
alive, 2*MSL, delayed ACK), alive, 2*MSL, delayed ACK), frag reassemblyfrag reassembly, ARP, ARP
cache, IGMP reportscache, IGMP reports

••Timers generally run off the computer’s clockTimers generally run off the computer’s clock
interrupt, often divided down to intervals such asinterrupt, often divided down to intervals such as
10ms up to 500ms10ms up to 500ms

••Two common techniques: use system-definedTwo common techniques: use system-defined
periodic dispatcher [common in TCP/IP], useperiodic dispatcher [common in TCP/IP], use
specific deadlinespecific deadline


